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Dear Friends,

We are pleased to share with you some notes and learnings from GRR18. It turned out to be quite a 
gathering of old friends and new. We had comfortable conversations as well as some that may have been 
less so, but important and impactful nonetheless. There were great fund managers and entrepreneurs to 
meet and much more. We are grateful for those who attended and excited to provide this summary for all, 
including those who couldn’t make it. Next year we gather 9/15-18 and hope to see you there.

The over-arching goal of GRR is to move impact investing forward. As a member of our community we 
hope you will invest (please tell us what you have done, with whom you have invested and how we might 
facilitate), stay in touch with your own GRR connections  and evangelize for this important cause (we 
would be delighted to bring a GRR road show to your community). Please remember to do your part. Shop 
sustainably, switch to a green energy provider and eat less animal protein (using regeneratively 
raised/sourced when you do).

Hope to see you soon,
Team GRR
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Why We Gather

GRR18 brought together accomplished investors, 

business leaders, entrepreneurs and thought 

leaders who were ready to take action on an 

investment philosophy that blends financial 

outperformance with social impact. Continually 

applauded for the caliber of our participants, this 

year’s retreat set a new record for convening 

serious investors and trailblazers moving 

significant capital and exploring innovative ideas 

that can change the world.

See final guest list here.

Actionable, participative and curated, the 

annual Gratitude Retreat is designed to 

connect the brightest investors with 

thought leaders and ecosystem partners  

to discuss, debate and bring our collective 

capital to bear on some of the world’s 

most pressing social and environmental 

challenges.
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See final guest list here.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7lx4gj0mw1d4g16/AADU0TZLa24C1Su0_jpmz9yla?dl=0


COMMUNITY PROFILE

Investors & Asset Owners  51%

Entrepreneurs & Business Leaders  18%

Fund Managers & Asset Allocators  16%

Advisors  11%

Non-Profits, Academics & NGOs  5%
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Three quarters of GRR18 

participants are investors 

& business leaders
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SECTORS OF INTERESTNEW AND OLD FRIENDS
JOINING THE RETREAT

Energy & Climate 23%

Sustainable Cities & Infrasructures 18%

Education 16%

1st Time

129

2nd Time

54

3rd Time

26

Agriculture & Food 13%

Healthcare 12%

Livability & Decent Work 12%

Diversity & Inclusion 6%

ASSET CLASSES

Public Equities 32%

Private Debt  15%

Venture Capital 29%

Real Assets 14%

Private Equity 10%
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GRR18 participants are 

active across sectors and 

asset classes
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GRR 2018: Tackling 

climate change and the 

gender and racial wealth 

divides
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This year, a distinguished group of experts from the GRR community led us through an exploratioin 

of how our global community can stave off drastic climate change by increasing the flow of capital 

into climate solutions that have typically been ignored by traditional capital markets.

We also looked at how we can use our investment dollars to jumpstart solutions to gender and 

racial injustices, calling attention to some of the institutional biases that prevent women and 

minority led businesses from accessing the capital markets in an equitable way. 

These were earnest, layered and candid conversations. They represented the GRR community at its 

best — committed people willing to share ideas, be vulnerable together and grow — all hallmarks of 

what makes the GRR experience so memorable for so many.
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How We Invest

Over three days we welcomed presenting 

companies and funds in dedicated pitch sessions 

and deep-dive examinations facilitated by Big 

Path Capital. These pitches continued our 

GRR18 thematic focus on climate, gender and 

diversity. We also  took part in a dozen more 

expert-led breakouts and participative 

discussions on sector specific opportunities, 

impact investing mechanics, industry trends and 

guided coaching on shifting capital to impact.

With the help of our community, we 

identify investment opportunities that can 

generate top-tier investment returns while 

providing meaningful impact. 
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See list of presenting companies here.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/at1pgjcys1hdo92/AAAP5Xkm3T6CURE63SS6CVZla?dl=0
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GRR18 showcased a 

breadth of investable 

companies and funds
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COMPANIES FUNDS
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GRR18 also covered a wide 

range of impact investing 

trends and topics. 
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CLIMATE SOLUTIONS
Closing the Investment Gap to Transition Beyond Carbon. To solve 
climate change, participants were encouraged to become more engaged 
in understanding environmental impact by investing in a broader range 
of solution platforms and support innovative technologies.

DOING MORE
Donor-Advised Funds and Impact Investing  
From experienced presenters, this session highlighted the benefits 
of DAF’s and best practices for further implementation. 

Striking Balance Between Impact 
Management & Measurement
During this time participants were asked to reflect on the effects of 
their investments and how to better measure impact moving forward. 
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EQUITY SOLUTIONS Using Investment Capital to Up-root Social and Economic Inequities
This session tackled inequities and wealth divides. From topics of rehabilitating incarcerated individuals to 
affordable housing and women-led reinvestment loops.

OPPORTUNITY ZONES 
Making Sense of New Landmark Tax Incentives 
In providing an explanation as to why opportunity zones 
are gaining national momentum, this session framed how 
capital is being moved to some of the most in need areas 
and the tax incentives for doing so.

CEO EXPERIENCE 
CEOs discussed managing for impact and shared 
lessons they themselves have learned, talked about 
tradeoffs, and provided their perspective on balancing 
all stakeholder interests. 

GRR18 also covered a wide 

range of impact investing 

trends and topics. 
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GRR18 investors are 

experienced in

traditional markets, new 

to impact and

write checks of all sizes
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TOTAL AMOUNT MOVED TO  
IMPACT INVESTING

PREFERRED CHECK SIZE IN 
A SINGLE INVESTMENTS 

HALF OF INVESTORS ARE NEW TO IMPACT

STAGE OF INVESTMENT 

$0 $750K $750K-2M $2-5M $5-10M $10-50M $50M>

$25K $50K $100K $250K $500K $1M $2-5M $5M> Idea Prototype Initial
Revenue

Growing
Revenue

Scaling the
Business

Expansion Mature

First time 1-2
years

3-5
years

6-8
years

9-10
years

11-15
years

20+
years
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Why We Inspire
GRR18 featured world-class presentations from  

industry leaders and compelling conversations 

hosted by participants. Unlike traditional 

conferences we spent as much time in 

programmed content as we did in shared  

recreation and experiences. GRR18’s actionable 

and participative format allowed guests to 

meaningfully connect to one another  while 

becoming inspired toward our core purpose of 

conscious capitalism.

At every Annual Retreat, we hope to 

provide you with a memorable 

experience filled with great learning, 

growth, and possibly, new life long 

friends. We want to inspire you to 

invest, to advise, to collaborate and to 

participate.  And we expect you to 

engage, prod, debate and agitate.
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GRR18 hosted a broad 

range of educational and 

illuminating content in

participative formats

See full session notes here

Geralyn Dreyfous  
Co-Founder | Impact Partners

Mats Lederhausen   
Founder & CEO | BECAUSE LLC

Miranda Massie  
Founder & Director | The Climate Museum

Nick Tilsen  
President and CEO | NDN Collective

Nick is a citizen of the Oglala Lakota Nation, father of 
four and founder of the NDN Collective. Nick has 
over 17 years of experience in working with 
non-profits and tribal nations on projects that have a 
social mission.

Geralyn is a philanthropist, entrepreneur and Academy 
Award-winning filmmaker with a wide, distinguished 
background in the arts. Geralyn co-founded IMPACT 
Partners, bringing together financiers and filmmakers to 
ignite social change.

Mats Lederhausen formed BE-CAUSE in early 2007. The 
company is a platform for investing and building 
businesses with a “purpose bigger than their products®.” 

Miranda is the Founding Director of the Climate 
Museum. This initiative is creating a home base for 
cultural engagement with climate change, mobilizing 
interdisciplinary programming to draw us together 
around the climate challenges and opportunities we 
face in the areas of justice, health, design, technology, 
energy, and more.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/heb1rk6574zaooz/AAB-Cck8NS5To1mIAHSX4WWqa?dl=0


Miranda Massie  
Founder & Director | The Climate Museum
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GRR18 hosted a broad 

range of educational and 

illuminating content in

participative formats

Jonathan Rose  
President | Jonathan Rose Companies

Ted Bunch   
Chief Development Officer | A Call To Men

Jeff Miller   
Chair, Advisory Board | Miller Center

Ted Bunch is an educator, activist and lecturer 
working to end all forms of violence and 
discrimination against women and girls. As the chief 
development officer for A CALL TO MEN, Ted is 
internationally recognized for his efforts to prevent 
violence against women while promoting a healthy, 
respectful manhood.

In 1989, Mr. Rose founded Jonathan Rose 
Companies LLC, a multi-disciplinary real estate 
development, planning, and investment firm, 
which creates real estate and planning models to 
address the challenges of the 21st century. 
Jonathan has lead the firm’s vision, program and 
growth, developing award-winning new projects, 
investment funds and city plans to model 
solutions to the issues of housing, economic 
development and the environment.

Jeff Miller is President of JAMM Ventures, a business 
consulting company. Prior to establishing his firm, Jeff 
spent from 2002 through 2006 as a venture partner with 
Redpoint Ventures. Most of Jeff's career was spent in 
operating companies. 

See full session notes here

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/heb1rk6574zaooz/AAB-Cck8NS5To1mIAHSX4WWqa?dl=0
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2018

Thanks for joining us this year

STEIN ERIKSEN LODGE
SEPTEMBER 23-26
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The Alberleen Group
The Alberleen Group was founded in 2010, backed by a small 
group of family office clients seeking access to proprietary 
direct investment opportunities. The firm’s principals are 
seasoned investment professionals who source, structure, 
and co- invest alongside their clients in private direct 
investments that span both traditional and impact sectors. 

Align Impact
Align Impact is an independent, specialized impact advisory 
firm that serves and collaborates with individuals, families, 
foundations, and their financial advisors to increase the 
effectiveness and alignment of philanthropic grants, impact 
investments, and mission related investments.

BNP Paribas
With strong roots anchored in Europe’s banking history, BNP 
Paribas supports its clients and employees in today’s 
changing world and has positioned itself as a leading bank in 
the Eurozone and a prominent international banking 
institution. 

Thanks to our Sponsors
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2019

and join us next year at the

STEIN ERIKSEN LODGE
SEPTEMBER 15-18

and attend one of our dinner
gatherings in 2019

We gather regularly as a community to host discussions 

about key social and environmental issues and identify 

for-profit investment opportunities to assist in solving 

these critical challenges.

•  NEW ORLEANS
•  ATLANTA
•  DALLAS
•  SAN FRANCISCO
•  NEW YORK

Find out more here

https://gratituderailroad.com/events



